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Henbury Meteorites and the Lizard-Woman
Martin Horejsi

Unlike other meteorite craters, the largest of famous Henbury iron meteorite craters formed when the giant
lizard-woman named Mulumura dug down through the Australian soil throwing out iron fragments and lines of
orange dirt in what would later be called ejecta forming the rays around the 180 meter-wide depression.
Wisely, other Aboriginal people would not camp near the crater for fear that the fire-devil would fill them with
iron. Nor would the locals drink from any water that pooled in the craters because the fiery devil that ran
down from the sun and now makes his home on earth will burn and eat any “black fellows.”

The Henbury Craters and accompanying meteorites are named after the Henbury Cattle Station near the
Finke River in Northern Territory, Australia. Initial recognition and protection of the Henbury craters located
about 90 miles south of Alice Springs was formally adopted in 1980, and later readopted on the Northern
Heritage Territory Register in 2003. The fascinating site is on my meteorite bucket list, but in the meantime,
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I will enjoy the irons of the fall.

It’s suspected that a large iron meteorite broke apart before striking earth some 4700 years ago leaving
behind 14 craters and a story that might have been passed down through the ages from actual witnesses.
On the science side, the Henbury craters did not attract much attention until the 1930 fall of the Karoonda
meteorite. Only then did the scientists give Henbury proper attention, and thus Henbury is listed as find
discovered in 1931.
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My initial encounter with a Henbury meteorite was way back when I began collecting meteorites in the early
1990s. I bought a specimen from David New as one of the first 10 pieces in my collection. Another Aussie
iron named Mundrabillia was the very beginning of my meteorite collecting. Since then, I have acquired a
few more Henburys of various shapes and weights, but as my serious collecting turned to historic
witnessed falls, geriatric irons were not high on my list. But Henbury was a keeper. So much so that
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sometime, maybe ten years ago, I was on the phone with Blaine Reed about something meteoritic. I don’t
recall the specifics, but I ended up with a baggie filled with small Henbury specimens. As I was digging
around, I discovered the baggie again in a similar fashion as when I discovered my coffee can full of
Sikhote-Alin specimens. And I think I have another can around here will a small pile of as-recovered Canyon
Diablos. But that’s for another article.
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The notation on the baggie of Henbury individuals lists it at 450 grams and my scale confirms the mass.
With that detail out of the way, I decided to spend some time digging through the many Henbury irons and
let the gift of the Lizard-Woman fill me with iron.
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Many of the Henbury pieces look like shrapnel reminiscent of Shikote-Alin possibly having the same hard
landing on earth. I have seen some beautiful oriented Henbury irons and some wildly deformed shapes that
could not have spent much time screaming through the atmosphere in their current form or the finer points
would have ablated off.

Henbury is classified as a type IIIAB medium octahedrite. Earlier classified as a type IIIA, it is now
suggested that the IIIAB is more accurate.
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Some of the Henbury specimens in the bag are paper thin yet square centimeters in two-dimensional
surface area. Others are twisted or bent in all manner of contortions as evidence of a rough ride to
Australia. I tried to imagine what the ancient people of the area though of all the mangled metal and I could
see that in a land of smooth forms filled with deadly animals that bite, the irons of Henbury would no
represent peace or calm. Instead maybe something along a fire-devil from the sun violently crashing to
earth.
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So like some of the other irons in my collection, I am leaning towards counting Henbury as a witnessed fall.
The available evidence of the craters allows a model to be made as to the general circumstances of the fall
as it happened almost 5000 years ago when there were people in the neighborhood. The famous Vagn
Buchwald of the Handbook of Iron Meteorites also came to that same conclusion, and noted so in the
Henbury entry in his great Handbook with, “Under the circumstances it is quite possible that Henbury
is a witnessed fall.” And there you have it!

And the lore passed down through time describing the creation of the craters fits in nicely with the science
in my opinion. Well, minus the anthropomorphic lizard-woman and coming from the sun. But both those
oversights are also easily explainable by science. A lizard digging a hole could create a crater-like pit
complete with raised rim and ejecta rays. Henbury just required a bigger lizard. And a fire-devil running down
from the sun is obvious. So much so that other meteorite falls considerably more contemporary have also
shared the sun analog. And devils in astronomical events are a dime-a-dozen.

Until next time….
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Franconia Hunt Spring 2019
James Tobin

It had been a few years since the last time that Paul Harris and I went to Franconia to hunt meteorites. But
we were going with some old friends and new friends in the middle of April which we hoped would still be a
cooler time of the year. Well, it turned out to be hot and much hotter than the forecast. We headed out on
Thursday morning in my 4×4 for Lake Havasu where we were going to stay the nights of the trip. I would
imagine that I have been down the I-40 maybe fifty times in my life and I had never turned down and gone to
Lake Havasu so this was a first. I had to see the London Bridge while there. So after checking into our
hotel, we headed just down the road to give it a look see. It was pretty impressive. I examined the
construction and was interested in how much was original. The surface seems to be covered in sections
with original stone but it is clear for modern use and strength that the underlying structure is made with
modern materials and techniques. The old stone has been cut into slabs that have been applied as a
veneer over concrete. But other parts of the bridge appear to be totally original and it was fun to walk on
such a historic structure. We got some dinner which was fun. Nothing that the waitress did was correct. We
ordered Diet Coke and got ice water with a lemon wedge. Paul’s response to her was “we think something
is wrong with the Diet Coke but it looks like it is diet water.” We ordered teriyaki chicken and chicken fried
rice and got sweet and sour chicken instead. It turned out to be dry boiled chicken covered in a terrible
sweet and sour sauce. We just accepted the food given us and got out of there as fast as we could. We
headed off to get some ice cream for dessert since dinner had been so poor. The ice cream was great it
was cold and helped because the weather was hot and it was clear that it was going to be much hotter than
the mid to high 90s. 100+F was what we were going to get out in the desert the next two days.

Friday morning found us up and out the hotel room door early headed to the complimentary breakfast at the
hotel. It was terrible for the most part and I hoped a pattern of bad meals was not beginning to form. I ate
my rubbery scrambled eggs and tough as shoe leather round slice of ham as Paul did but he added some
toast and a muffin. I would wish later that I had eaten just a little more. But the orange juice and milk were
fine and washed the other parts of breakfast down. We were on the road for the few minutes drive to the
Franconia strewnfield. We had arranged to meet Richard Garcia, Eric Rasmussen, Dave Libuszowski at
the end of the road off the interstate by the railroad tracks and drive into the day’s hunting spot. We arrived
and waited just a minute or two for Eric to arrive next. Richard and Dave would be just a little later so we
followed Eric on into the north side up toward the mountains in the distance. After just minutes Richard
pulled in behind my Jeep with his. We reached the spot and parked. Soon we were heading on foot in an
easterly direction into the desert. We were supposed to hunt seriously after we got in a good way. But I
was hunting while I hiked. Both Paul and I ended up going too far north instead of more southeast and never
found the others. It was a long hard, hot hike.
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We all got back to the vehicles one way or another and just one flat tire was corrected. Roy Miller and
Cody Miller were there at the parking area. It was nice to see them. We headed back to town. Pizza was on
the menu and I know Paul and I were both ready for something after the poor breakfast and just energy food
and liquid all day in the desert. The pizza was fantastic and the conversation and fun at dinner made for a
sparkling evening. We were tired and ready to get some sleep for Saturday was going to be an early getup
day. We wanted to hunt as much as we could in the early morning when it was cooler. It was sprinkling a
little and there was lightning was we drove from Lake Havasu to the Pilot gas station at I-40. I was going to
top off on gas and get something there for breakfast. 7AM was the time to be at the end of the Franconia
road again and we were there just before that. We could see the tail-end of the clouds so we were not
worried about being hit by lightning. It would be totally clear by the time we arrived where we were hunting.
We followed Eric again to a spot just east of where we had hunted a few years ago. So we were more
confident as we headed away from the cars that we would have some luck.

Over the years I have found many of the small pieces of meteoritic iron but had never found more than my
one single small flat flake of stone broken off a larger meteorite. I really wanted to finally break the ice at
Franconia and find a stone. Paul had found stones but had never found any irons. He wanted to fill that gap
too. Richard and Dave arrived very soon and headed in also. We were hunting for maybe an hour when I
got a hit. It was a small meteorite but I was not going home skunked this time. I reported the find over the
walkie-talkie and immediately heard Paul yell from where he was a couple hundred yards away “I know who
is buying dinner on the trip home!” We have a deal that the one who finds a meteorite pays for dinner on
our homeward drive. Always something the person is happy to do. Richard was just a little ways away from
me so I walked over there and proudly showed off my tiny 1.8 gram Franconia stone. But I could not have
been happier after the month of days of hunting without finding one if it had been a kilo size stone. The
Franconia jinks were off and I could relax and just hunt hoping for more luck. It was not long before the other
guys began to report finds of stones and irons. Dave had hit a spot with irons and Paul was near there and
hunting in that direction and bang within a minute or two he found a very nice, neatly shaped, over a gram
iron. So we were both successful and splitting the dinner bill on the way home.
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Paul and Richard

We wanted to be on the road by around 2PM so about 1 in the afternoon we started making our way down
toward the cars far away. As I came out of a small wash I swung the detector to the left and it screamed on
the side of the low slope of the wash. I took my magnet that I hold in my other hand and went through the
spot and found the second and much larger stone for my day of hunting. Everyone did well recovering
meteorites. Dave found two stone a 20+ gram and a 90+ gram and several irons. Eric found irons. Richard
found a nice stone on the surface baking in the sun. Everyone was heading home with meteorites.
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We got back to the cars and compared finds for a couple minutes and said our goodbyes. It had been a
great weekend. We hunted with old friends and made new friends. We were off toward home after a stop at
the gas station near the strewnfield to get something cold to drink during the drive to Peggy Sue’s Diner
outside Barstow. Paul and I often stop there on our way home from hunting. The food is always good there.
This was the first trip hunting Paul and I had taken since we moved into our new homes. As fate would have
it we ended up living only about a mile apart. So I dropped him off at his house. The wind was blowing and it
was cold. So very different from the blazing heat we had been in just five hours earlier. I jumped back into
the car and drove the mile to my house the end of a great successful hunting trip at a location that had shut
me out for well over a decade.

Franconia meteorites are officially listed as H5 ordinary chondrites. The two I found were from the northern
portion of the region. Therefore it is possible that they are actually Franconia stones. However, there are
Buck Mountain meteorites found also in the northern portion of the area and it would seem some evidence
supports it being a much larger event with the clearly larger distribution. My larger stone having a nice patch
of quite fresh fusion crust might support the idea that it is a more recently fallen stone. That would also
make a case for Franconia which has the lowest of the terrestrial ages for all the falls in the area.
Sometime around 7,000 years ago the scientific articles report.
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The Buck Mountain also may be a better candidate for the source of the small irons that are found on the
northern side. Both meteorites have enough metal but the chemistry of Buck Mountain might fit the iron a
little better. Franconia meteorites are shocked a bit with an S3 shock stage and are a little weathered at
W2. They are getting harder I am told to find but since I never had any luck hunting before I can simply say
they have been impossible to find for me. Good metal detectors scream so loud when they have swept over
even a small H chondrite that little is missed after a decade of many hunters. But we were all successful
this trip. As mentioned above the Franconia strewnfield was hunted so much that several other meteorites
were found and the overlapping strewnfields included an area of very low metal stones that John Wolfe was
quite successful at finding. We would often camp near John and he would show us his finds. He kept them
in plastic compartment boxes and he did find many. Names were added as the years went on for the other
finds in the area. Today the region has now been named two dense collection areas. I am sure Paul and I
will hunt there again but it will be when it is cooler.
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DaG 1040 CV3 Small Features 

 

DaG 1040 CV3 contains a lot of metal and a variety of large chondrules and calcium–

aluminum-rich inclusions.  Here is a selection of smaller objects, all found in a single thin 

section.  The largest is a one half millimeter diameter chondrule.  All photos were taken 

in cross-polarized light. 

 

  

 

 
Chondrule is 0.4mm in diameter.   

 

 



 
Chondrule is 0.2mm in diameter.   

 

 
CAI is 0.5mm long. 



 
Chondrule is 0.14mm in diameter. 

 

 



 
Amoeboid olivine aggregate is 0.3mm long. 

 



 
Chondrule is 0.3mm in diameter. 

 

 
Chondrule is 0.2mm long. 



 
Chondrule is 0.5mm in diameter. 

 



 
Barred olivine chondrule with a one quarter millimeter diameter bleb of metal.   



 
Silicate inclusion in metal.  Field of view is 0.3mm wide. 

 

 
0.3mm wide. 



 
0.10mm wide. 

 

 



Norm’s Tektite Teasers: The World Needs More Dumbbells 

By Norm Lehrman (www.TektiteSource.com) 

 

I thought this article was going to be easy, but things 

took a bad turn when I realized there is a lot about 

dumbbells I don’t understand. Even really basic stuff, 

like why the double “b”?  Totally unnecessary.  (All the 

dictionaries I checked think that I am wrong, so 

“dumbbell” it is.) 

 

By way of introduction, the dumbbells of which we 

speak are meteorite impact-related glasses in the 

geometric form of an hourglass.  They come in an 

amazing diversity of flavors and sizes.  Figure 1 provides 

a notion of the size range.  The big one at the top is the 

largest ever reported at 411.7 grams from Guangdong, 

China.  In the center is a sweet Atacamaite weighing in 

at 0.3 grams.  At the bottom (red arrow), I have drawn a 

speck about 1 mm in length representing a fairly large 

microtektite dumbbell.  They can be half that size.  All 

are well-formed, highly symmetrical dumbbells. 

 

As for flavors, 

Figure 2 provides a 

broad sampling of 

dumbbells in our 

collection (with 

weights in grams 

shown).  Note the 1 

cm scale cube at 

the lower left. 

 

A range of 

Indochinites from 

China and Thailand 

are shown in group 

1.  To date, no 

challenger has unseated the 411 gm behemoth as the largest known 

splashform tektite dumbell in the world.  (Guinness World Records wouldn’t 

adjudicate this claim as they had no standards for comparison.  Fair enough.)   At the lower 

size extreme for Indochinites, surface pitting largely obscures good geometric form, so tiny 

Figure 1 

Figure 2 
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examples that may once have existed have corroded to skeletal bits with little remnant 

shape. 

 

Group 2 in figure 2 includes Australite “dogbones”, which are unique amongst dumbbells in 

their thermal ablation features.  The thermal spalling of the Australites indicates that stable 

flight for tektite dumbbells was side-on (also ratified by the splatting deformation in many 

Indochinites).  (See Tektite Teaser March 2018) 

 

Group 3 includes two moldavites; the 24.8 gm piece is from Slavce and the 5.4 gram wasp-

waisted jewel is from Chlum, both Czech Republic.  If teardrops are the result of dumbbells 

parting, most Moldavite dumbbells parted.  Teardrops are far more abundant than 

dumbbells, which are quite rare. 

 

A lonely Rizalite represents group 4.  As with most Philippinites it is ornamented with deep 

U-shaped grooves.  This specimen was recently recovered by gold miners at Barangay 

Talusan, Paracale.  Dumbbells seem to be a much smaller proportion of the Philippinite 

population than with the coeval Indochinites where they are quite a common morphology 

  

Another single occupies group 5, a dumbbell impactite from Wabar crater, Saudi Arabia.  I 

don’t know of any others.  (See Tektite Teaser for July 2013) 

 

Group 6 shows sweet little Atacamaites from Chile (still in study), presumably an impactite.  

(See Tektite Teaser March 2015) 

 

The specimens in group 7 are different: they are volcanic fire-fountain droplets, but I have 

included them for their testimony.  We know the sort of environment that spawned these, 

and it required no exotic vacuum or dispensation from on high. Spray glass in the sky and 

you will get some (tiny) dumbbells.   

 

Group 8 is spurious.  It is a beautiful little Sikhote-Alin meteorite dumbell, probably a purely 

coincidental shape that serves to remind us that just because something is shaped like a 

dumbbell it could well be dumbbellic to assume that it is a dumbbell like all the rest.  Not all 

dumbbells are dumbbells. 

 

Off in the uncharted corners of ancient maps was sometimes a sea serpent with flowery text 

reading: “Here there be dragons…”.  We have reached that place.  For starters, due to 

surface tension a blob of liquid would like to be a sphere. But in a blistering fireball it is torn 

this way and that.  Oscillating in extremity, big blobs are unstable and are torn apart.  They, 

having lost their form and balance, can wobble into prolate spheroids, and accelerating 

even more, can spin like an Olympic discus to form discoid patties, or if even less balanced, 

propeller-like cylinders form, extending and finally parting into paired teardrops.  Just 



before breakup it passes through a dumbbell stage.  I have previously supposed (and 

preached, as above) that dumbbells were the result of deformation while spinning like a 

propeller.  But I am not so sure.   

 

The idea of a microtektite dumbbell half a millimeter long, the size of a grain of finely 

ground pepper, cart-wheeling through the sky with centrifugal forces inducing longitudinal 

fluidal flow of molten glass towards the extremities--- it doesn’t work for me.  It is certain 

that the effects of frictional resistance and heat exchange are scale dependent. A grain of 

dust will not behave the same as a half kilo blob of glass.  Not in a windstorm, and not in a 

meteoritic impact fireball. 

 

Stretch marks and flow banding in the larger pieces mostly show simple stretching along the 

long axis. The bulbous “gibbosities” at the hourglass ends show longitudinal inflationary 

terminal enlargements (I could’ve said they expand like balloons, but that seemed overly 

sanctimonious when “longitudinal inflationary terminal enlargements” would do just fine). 

 

 

Figure 3: “Behemoth”, the largest known splashform tektite dumbell in the world weighs in 

at 411.7 grams, and hails from Guangdong Province, China!   ---And in the left corner, there 

is no challenger.  This is THE big one! Pushing a half kilo and flawless.  Note the longitudinal 

stretch lineations and simple balloon-like flow banding at the dumbbell ends.  

 

It is interesting that smaller specimens show increasingly less organized, more chaotic  flow 

banding.  Conspicuous flow banding is present in less than 10% of the dumbbells in our 

collection 

 

 

Figure 3 



Figure 4 is a detail shot of the flow banding in the 

smaller “terminal gibbosity” of Behemoth.  I get the 

sense of an orderly inflationary flow of glass from the 

central waist region into the gibbosities.  (I think I like 

that word). 

 

In an internet search regarding the dumbbell 

morphology in general, I mostly found references to 

nuclear fission models and biological cell division 

illustrations, all things involving a longitudinal stretch 

and parting without any requisite propeller-spin.  It 

got me thinking of an oscillating spheroid of highly 

liquid glass.  Imagine it in a zero gravity environment, 

like a blob of water floating in the International 

Space Station. Add the echoing shock waves of a highly energetic impact. Like a soap bubble 

in the wind, the glass orb deforms, stretching into prolate spheroids this way and that.  With 

increasing total energy, the deformations would become more extreme,   finally parting the 

dumbbell form when the long axis of stretch reaches its elastic limit and snaps into two 

teardrops.  

 

I am fascinated that virtually all complete tektites in their primary undeformed state possess 

an axis about which the stone is circular in profile.  It is not always the long axis.  In a discus-

like patty, it is the short axis.  In a dumbbell, a look down the long axis reveals the 

mathematical axis of revolution that defines the shape.  Surely this has genetic significance.  

Was this a primary axis of spin? If so, the resulting forms would fall in a range from discoids 

to cylinders depending on the ratio of centripetal acceleration to centrifugal forces.   But if 

the cylindrical axis reflects a spin axis, the associated gyroscopic effects would resist 

propeller-like spin. Or the propeller-like spin would preclude axial spin. You can’t have both 

at once. 

 

I think strongly oscillating glass blobs behaved a lot like Niels Bohr predicted with regards to 

nuclear fission in his liquid drop atomic model, a familiar breakfast table topic everywhere 

needing little further comment. If Bohr was right, we might well add dumbbells at the scale 

of an atomic nucleus to our size range.  There is something very fundamental about the 

physics of dumbbell formation.  By merit of having solidified while in various stages of 

scission, tektite and impactite dumbbells provide tangible snapshots of the process 

involved. I am pretty sure it did not require a propeller-like spin. I am also sure that I know 

less about dumbbells than I once thought I did! 

 

  

 

Figure 4 
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Ksar El Goraane 600.0 gram Individual
Paul Harris

Our Meteorite of the Month is kindly provided by Tucson Meteorites who hosts
The Meteorite Picture of the Day.

Photo Copyright (c) Hanno Strufe.

New classified fall named Ksar El Goraane. TKW 4 kg. Observed fall 28 October 2018, Draâ Tafilalet,
Morocco. Contributed by Hanno Strufe, IMCA 4267
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Once a few decades ago this opening 

was a framed window in the wall 

of H. H. Nininger's Home and 

Museum building. From this 

window he must have many times 

pondered the mysteries of 

Meteor Crater seen in the distance. 
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